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The main challenge of swarm robotics is the design of control software in such a way that a desired behavior emerges from the interactions of the swarm [1]. In the automatic off-line design, the design problem is transformed into an optimization problem [2]. The optimization algorithm combines modules into a target architecture creating instances of control software. The instances of control software are optimized with regard to a mission-dependent performance function. Francesca et al. developed two automatic modular design methods: AutoMoDe-Vanilla [3] and AutoMoDe-Chocolate [2]. Chocolate improves over Vanilla by using Iterated F-race instead of F-race as the optimization algorithm and is able to achieve significantly better results, indicating that the optimization algorithm has an important influence on the performance of the design method.

In this work we have implemented a modular design method (AutoMoDe-IcePop) based on the component based simulated annealing algorithm [4]. IcePop is based on Chocolate and only differs in the optimization algorithm that is used to generate the control software. It still uses the same set of six behaviors and six conditions as Chocolate, and assembles these modules into a finite-state machine with up to four states and four outgoing transitions per state. We have assessed the performance of IcePop on two missions: AAC and Foraging. In AAC the swarm is tasked to aggregate on one black spot in the arena, having an ambient cue in form of a light source to give a general idea on the direction of the target. The mission Foraging is an abstraction of the classical foraging task, but robots just need to pass over the areas instead of physically picking up items.

We have conducted experiments to investigate the influence of different parameters that could be adjusted in the design method. The first experiment investigates the influence of the budget on the performance of IcePop. The results show that with an increasing budget the solution quality improves, although it levels and shows diminishing returns. In a second experiment, we investigated different sample sizes to counter the effects of the stochastic assessment of performance. However neither the smaller sample size nor the larger sample size resulted in any significant changes in performance over the default sample size chosen for IcePop. A third experiment was conducted to investigate the effects
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of different restarting mechanisms for the simulated annealing algorithm. Here again no variant showed to be consistently better than the other considered variants. In a last experiment we compared the performance of IcePop to Chocolate over several budgets. Figure 1 shows the performance of both Chocolate and IcePop in the two missions for a budget of 100 000 simulations. In both missions IcePop performs significantly better than Chocolate in the design context. When assessed in pseudoreality [5], both methods perform similarly well as in the design context, indicating that the control software generated by IcePop possesses a good transferability.

The results show that simulated annealing is a viable optimization algorithm in the automatic modular design. Among the considered alternatives, no clear best was found. Future work will focus on investigating more variants from the large body of literature devoted to simulated annealing and to apply the algorithm to solve more complex missions.
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